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MIFAB® - Cleanouts - Features and Benefits
Features

Benefits

A1 body – modular design

Less returns. Less components to install and
return. The MIFAB modular design eliminates this costly
problem.
Competition requires the use of different bodies to make
their floor drains, cleanouts and roof drains. A different
body for each application requires excess inventory and
leads to confusion.

Tongue and groove body flange

A1 body standard with recessed grooves cast into top of
body flange.
The purpose of these two recessed grooves is to lock
into the two raised grooves on the underside of the A1
series of clamp rings in order to grip the membrane that
is installed between the top of the body flange and the
underside of the clamp ring. Competitors’ body flanges
and underside of the clamp rings are smooth making it
easy for the membrane material to slip out between the
clamp ring and the body flange and cause a leak onto
the floor below.

All MIFAB bodies are standard with
a trap seal primer plug

No additional charge for trap seal primer tap and plug.
Contractor does not need to worry about two different
bodies for the same job.
Less sku’s for the wholesaler.

Tapped and greased holes

Time, money and labour savings using 3 holes versus
the competition’s 4 holes pattern.
Faster installation of hardware – saves money.
Less chance of cross threading.

Removable 3 stainless steel allen key screws

For fast, quick removal of access cover.

Combined gasket and seal cover

Added reliability of no gas leakage. MIFAB
cleanouts come complete with cover gasket and
secondary seal.

Full 4 inch throat

Allows for easy access of a snake in the event of
blockage.
Conventional cleanouts require removal of plug with a
reduced opening.

Cleanout is provided with a flanged body

Allows body to be an integral part of the concrete slab.

Cleanouts can be visually inspected to confirm
that the seal is still intact.

When opening a MIFAB cleanout, the contractor is able
to see through the full 4 inch throat for any blockage.
This saves the contractor time and money. With a
competitor’s cleanout, the contractor must remove the
plug to inspect.

